The goal of historical knowledge is to domesticate disbelief, to explain it away. In this book I wish to offer a thorough historical study of the extermination of the Jews in Europe, without eliminating or domesticating that initial sense of disbelief.¹ Much praise has been conferred on Saul Friedländer’s seminal synthesis of the Holocaust from the perspective of the experience of its victims – and rightly so. *The Years of Extermination* is a truly narrative and transnational *Erfahrungsgeschichte* of the Holocaust – and I don’t know any other book that familiarizes its readers in such detail with its unimaginable character and horrors. Mainly in *Years of Extermination’s* interpretative paragraphs Friedländer is also making causal, explanatory claims about the efficacy of specific factors in the Holocaust when taking positions in the historiographical debate. Obviously, however, *The Years of Extermination* is not constructed as a comparative, explanatory history of the Holocaust – but in my comment I want to pinpoint some differences between narrative and explanatory approaches, because *Years of Extermination’s* brilliance notwithstanding, its lack of comparison and its exclusive narrative focus on the experience of the victims in my view comes at an *epistemological cost*. This *epistemological cost* has also been indicated by Wulf Kansteiner in his opening speech when he questioned the explanatory role of Hitler’s *redemptive anti-Semitism* as *the prime mover*² of the extermination policies of Nazi-Germany. Given Friedländer’s self reflexive sophistication I assume that he is intentionally paying this *price* for retaining *the sense of disbelief*. My comment will consist of two parts: the first part will deal with two methodological questions and the second part will deal with an ethical question.
Factors, explanation and methodology

The first methodological problem I want to raise here is that the explanatory weight of any factor – including anti-Semitism in the Holocaust – can only be assessed and validated empirically through systematic comparisons of the similarities and the differences in a set of relevant cases – for example in Germany, in the Netherlands and in Belgium. Moreover, since we are always dealing with multiple explanatory factors, their weight is always relative to each other and is connected to particular contexts. For these reasons explanatory weight is not a matter of »postulates«, as Friedländer suggests.

The second methodological problem I want to highlight is that Friedländer himself is providing data (scattered around in his very data-rich book) that contradict his thesis that anti-Semitism all over Europe was ›the prime mover‹ and thus the single most important factor explaining the Nazi extermination policies. Since Friedländer is writing about the role of ›factors‹ and since he is presenting – counterfactual – causal claims (statements of the ›if not x, then not y‹-form), I think it is legitimate to address these two problems here.

To exemplify the first methodological problem we can take a look at the cases of the Netherlands and of Belgium. In the Netherlands 75 percent of the Jewish population was exterminated and in Belgium ›only‹ 40 percent in the same period – that is approximately half of the Dutch percentage. Traditional anti-Semitism in both the Dutch and in the Belgian case was relatively moderate, so this similarity does not explain the remarkable difference in the extermination rates.

When we compare the French case to the Dutch and the Belgian ones the explanatory problem only gets bigger: while in France traditional anti-Semitism was relatively strong, the extermination rate of the French Jews was ›only‹ 25 percent, that is one third of the Dutch percentage and 60 percent of the Belgian one. Of course Friedländer knows these data
better than anybody else, nevertheless – and this is my methodological point – he has not integrated them in *Years of Extermination*’s argument.

The Dutch and Belgian cases also cast doubt on the independent explanatory weight of another factor that is often used in narratives about the Holocaust in general and differences in the national rates of extermination in particular, that is: the rate of assimilation alias the rate of social integration of the Jews in their (national) surroundings. Friedländer does so too when he explicitly mentions (with Mazower) the lack of assimilation of the Jews of Thessaloniki as an explanatory factor for their quick and relatively ›smooth‹ deportation to Auschwitz in March 1943. However, of the Jews in the Netherlands almost 70 percent were born there or had been naturalized. In Belgium, only 6 percent of the Jews were born there or had been naturalized. So the comparison of Belgium and the Netherlands suggests that if the rate of assimilation of the Jews is an explanatory variable for their rate of extermination, then in these two cases there is a negative correlation between the two instead of a positive one. Of course, Friedländer also underlines the importance of other factors than anti-Semitism, like the collaboration of the police with the Nazi’s and the presence of a resistance movement as ›differences that make a difference‹ – for instance in the Dutch, the Belgian, the French and the Greek cases. However, he does not connect these particular cases to his general thesis of Hitler’s ›redemptive anti-Semitism‹ as the ›prime mover‹ of the Holocaust.

This leads me to my second – related – methodological problem, that is the fact that Friedländer himself is mentioning factors and facts in *The Years of Extermination* that run counter to his ›prime mover‹ thesis. Take for instance what Friedländer himself states about the ›essential‹ role of pure greed as a motivation for the Holocaust: »Throughout the twelve years of the Third Reich, looting of Jewish property was the essence‹." From an empirical point of view greed
may have a better empirical support as an explanatory factor than »redemptive anti-Semitism« because everywhere Jews have been murdered in Europe, they had been robbed systematically before (and even after) – while their murderers have not all been known for their »redemptive anti-Semitic« convictions, as Browning and Welzer both have argued beyond reasonable doubt. The fact that the Nazi’s were prepared to trade Jews for foreign currency till the very end of the war also seems to support the primacy of the »economic« motive.

Basically Friedländer himself comes close to relativizing his own central argument concerning the primary role of German »redemptive anti-Semitism« explicitly when he mentions that members of other nationalities than Germans – like Italians, Rumanians, Poles and Hungarians – sometimes »outperformed« the Nazi-Germans in the brutality of murdering Jews. Neither does Friedländer hide the fact that Jews themselves could have anti-Semitic prejudices, nor the fact that some Jews even participated as perpetrators in the Holocaust. Last but not least, Friedländer remains ambiguous as to the role that anti-Semitism played in the bureaucratic organization of the Holocaust. All these facts suggest that for an explanation of the Holocaust a systematic comparison of how its victims experienced their catastrophic fates is necessary, but not sufficient. We also need systematic, comparative knowledge about the perpetrators and about the bystanders of the Holocaust, because only the combination of these three perspectives will allow us to explain the bewildering local varieties of the Holocaust – their depressing similarities notwithstanding. Precisely because the Holocaust was not an exclusively Nazi-German project, explanations exclusively focusing on Nazi-Germany and centered on Hitler’s redemptive anti-Semitism, do not suffice. We need, as Friedländer emphasizes himself, studies of the »interaction« of all forces in play at »the micro-level«. This certainly includes a comparative, explanatory Täterforschung – in line with Brown-
ing and Welzer – and an abandonment of the idea that the Holocaust represents a ›black hole‹ in historical understanding, as Dan Diner once phrased it\textsuperscript{17}: an idea that appears connected to the problematic notion that the Holocaust is ›unrepresentable‹ (analyzed in this volume by Daniel Fulda).

The Ethics of Narrative

My second question concerns the ethical or normative aspects of Friedländer’s line of argument. I agree with Hayden White that all narratives – historical and fictional – carry some ethical contents in as far as they address our existential issues – especially our catastrophes. And *The Years of Extermination* does that brilliantly, no doubt, which contributes to its status as a ›historiographical monument‹. Therefore my question in case is not a critique of *Years of Extermination*, although I understand Friedländer worries about ›ethics‹ since Martin Broszat’s suggestions concerning the ›mythical‹ aspects of Jewish history writing. My question only concerns the structure of *Years of Extermination*’s normative arguments.

Like many other historical narratives, *The Years of Extermination* frames its ethical questions primarily in a negative mode that is in its reconstruction of what did not happen – embedded in a reconstruction of what did happen, of course\textsuperscript{18}. The explicit normative argument is formulated in *Years of Extermination*’s Introduction. There Friedländer states that the »ideological fervor« of »redemptive anti-Semitism« is essential for his line of analysis because »Its significance derives from one essential fact«: »Not one social group, not one religious community, not one scholarly institution or professional association in Germany and throughout Europe declared its solidarity with the Jews […]. To the contrary, many social constituencies, many power groups were directly involved in the expropriation of the Jews and eager, be it out of greed, for their wholesale disappearance«\textsuperscript{19}. Indirectly
Friedländer is arguing that all these groups could and should have acted differently than they actually did.

As a consequence of this ‘negative’ line of reasoning Friedländer throughout *The Years of Extermination* is focusing on *Unterlassungshandeln* that is on essential things left undone resulting in ‘silences’ and in ‘absences’ – things that did not happen. The churches, nor the pope, nor the populations in general, nor the Allies undertook any specific actions to save the Jews, and neither did the Jews in the UK and in the US nor in Palestine – although all were well informed about the ongoing extermination. This is also retrospectively as shocking as true. Remarkably, however, this writing of history in the negative mode of Friedländer’s history of the Holocaust shows a structural similarity with the histories of Germany written by the *Sonderweg*-historians of the Bielefeld School, who tried to explain the Third Reich and the Holocaust by pointing at things the *Germans* in the past did not do – like staging a successful bourgeois revolution in 1848 and like producing a sound parliamentary-democratic political culture before 1945. I wonder whether Friedländer was aware of this similarity between his narrative strategy and that of the Bielefeld School in thematizing normative relevant ‘absences’ and *Werthorizonte vis a vis* the Holocaust.
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